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2Introduction
In these days of economic instability many school
subjects have been challenged as "frills" and "fads" in
the field of education. At least one of the subjects, so
classified by some people, has had this rating for a greal
many years. To quote the (Massachusetts) Senate Report
#349 of 1906:
"Notwithstanding (mechanical) drav/ing was intended
to stand for a distinct contribution to the indus-
trial interests of the State, it is still classed by
many flippant writers and talkers among "fads",
"frills", and "fancies". #
Nevertheless, " at the World' s Rair in Paris,
in 1367, the manufacturers of England and America dis-
covered that their wares were inferior to those of the
continental countries, especially in taste and design.
The result of the discovery and of a subsequent inquiry
into the cause of European superiority led some of the
leading manufacturers and public spirited people in Mass-
achusetts to send a petition to the legislature in 1869.
Among other things, this petition pointed out (1) that
every branch of manufacturing requires some knowledge of
drawing and other arts of design; (2) that no wide pro-
# "Report of the Commission on Industrial and Technical
Education", April 1906, Massachusetts Senate # 349
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vision is made for instruction in drawing in the public
school; (3) that our manufacturers compete under a dis-
advantage with the manufacturers of Europe, where they
provide free instruction; (4) that at present all the
best draftsmen are foreign trained; (5) that in England
in the past ten years large additions have been made in
the training in drawing and that the boys and girls of
sixteen years of age acquire great proficiency in mechan-
ical' drav/ing.
In 1870, the Legislature made drawing a required sub-
ject in all schools. It required that all cities and
towns of 10,000 inhabitants maintain an evening school
for the free instruction in mechanical drawing. It also
appointed an art director and established a normal art
school
.
In 1872, it was legislated that;
"The city council of any city or any town, may
establish and maintain one or more industrial schools,
and raise and appropriate the money necessary to
render them efficient."
In 1898, the first Evening School of Trades opened,
in Springfield.
' The free evening school of drafting
which had been maintained twenty seven years, in accord-
j
ance with the State lav/, then became a mechanical drav/-
ing department of the new organization.
The movement v/as aimed at the broadening of the gen-
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eral education of all the children, to wake it less ex-
clusively literary and to furnish a kind of training
which might he useful in industrial life,- hut in no
sense was it vocational. The result has oeen that
drawing in the schools has become more and more exclu-
sively cultural^ in its purpose and method, and the
original industrial purpose has heen largely lost sight o:'.
Mechanical dravring texts present the subject in va-
rious ways. iaome are modeled after the texts of engi-
neering drawing with its encyclopedic treatment of ref-
erence material (1). Others consist o£ a series of prob-
lems and a minimum amount of explanation, relying upon
the instruct(6r to supply additional information as de-
sired (2). Many books afford both problems and reference
material, with the latter treated in a liyiited manner
( 3 ),
More recently, books adhering to the traditional organi-
zation of problems and related information have more pre-
paration for individual study and progress (4). The in-
clusion of a reference bibliography and questions( 5 ) as
well as groups of problems of the same type but variable
in difficulty (4) are means used to make the texts more
ibid.
1 French & Svensen: Mech. Draw, for High Schools (see p.gj)
2 Berg Kronquist: Mech. Draw. Problems
( see p. 37^
3 Ermeling, Fischer & Greene: Mech. Jrav/.
( see p. gs)
4 Boggy, Horace A.: Mechanical Drawing
(
see p. 39 )
5 Woellner & Wittick: General Mech. Draw.( see p.
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easily interpreted. Texts nov/ prepared for tiie junior
high school organization are increasingly informational
(6) in purport and they represent quite a marked depar-
ture from the usual order of presentation.
In the study presented herewith are texts illustra-
tive of each of the approaches or organizations mention-
ed. To better acquaint the reader with the texts ana^
lysed an annotated book list has been included in the
Appendix A ( page 35 )
.
As further aid, an extensive bibliography of texts,
for direct use or for reference work, for teachers of
mechanical drawing in secondary schools has been includ-
ed in the Appendix B ( page 42 )
.
The Problem
The study presented herewith is concerned with a
single factor in the larger study and evaluation of mech-
anical drawing texts. It is focused upon the content
and delimited to the recording of items present in each
of the texts analysed. No attempt is made to evaluate
critically the items either in quality or quantity. It is
merely a detailed cataloguing of all items that appear in
each text. The copyright date of each book is entered on
the following table as a possible index to the trend.
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Inasmuch as an item may be incidentally included as part
of a problem of other intention, while in other texts the
same item may be presented as a specific point to be
learned, it seems advisable to indicate three types of
presentation as follows;
"x" indicates that the presentation of the items
appear in written form only.
"i" indicates that the presentation is accompanied
by illustrations, supplementary or otherwise,
to the problems.
"p" indicates that the presentation is in the form
of a problem, and only as a problem unless indi-
cated as above. In mechanical drawing tests a
problem presentation is usually an illustration,
but this should be dif ferenciated from the illus-
tration that is more specifically an instruction-
al presentation and often explained by the accom-
panying text. The problem illustration is more
often an uncompleted drawing to be finished by
the student.
3i,4p,etc. indicate that more than one illustration
or problem is illustrated.
Justification of the Study
A catalogue of this kind is essentially a card index.
It will be valuable to the extent that it includes the
representative texts upon iiechanical drawing for use in
the secondary schools. It is frankly a preliminary study
and if zeal continues may lead to further effort later.
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value of the study as a reference index.
For fixajnple;
(1) If one wished to detemine v/hich texts present-
ed drawings of airplanes, boats, or cement v;ork, the
source could be found from Table I under the caption
"Working Drawings and subheading "Special Presenta-
tions", rather than by a search through all the
texts. The Table reveals that "licGee & Sturtevant"
is the only book presenting these items. There are
two problems in airplane drawing, one boat problem,
and three problems in cement construction ( see page
23, lines 25, 26, 27, & 28).
(2) Likewise, it may be discovered that "Berg &
Kronquist" is the only text that presents any consid-
eration of board measure ( see page 23 line 30 ).
"Sampson" presents a problem in decimal equivalents
(see page 23, line 31). And both "Leeds" and "Samp-
son" present problems of constructing "engineering
curves" ( see page 23, line 32 ).
(3) In considering an item that is quite basic in
the study of mechanical dra.wing, most books have spe-
cifically presented an index or "alphabet" of the
lines used in drafting. ( page 17 lines 9 - 15 )
.
However, two of the more recent books have omitted
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8this, apparently assuming that the incidental pre-
sentation in problem work is adequate.
Organization of the Table
Table I (pages. .16 - 2b) is read as follows:
The books analysed for items of content are indicated
horizontally across the top of the page. To save spac^,
the author’s name and copyright date, only, are used to
indicate the text. It might be well for the reader to
acquaint himself first with these %o6k3 by the aid of
descriptions in the annotated booklist (see Appendix A,
page 35 )
.
The items of content have been grouped vertically
at the left of the page, lines numbered for ease in refer-
ence work, and grouped under the general classifications
as described and indexed below. These classifications
have been arranged to approximate the usual order of
presentation to the student.^ It must be assumed that
the reader of this study has a background knowledge of
mechanical drawing. This is a technical subject. To
attempt to explain each item for the lay reader would
result in the preparation of a master text, or composite,
of all the subject matter presented by the twenty books
analysed.
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Following herewith is a brief description of the
main headings in Table I :
Introductory Items; (page 16)
Some authors prepare the reader who possibly may be
entering J into ;i a new realm of thought and study. They
endeavor to build up a wholesome interest by comparisons
v;ith subjects previously studied, such as language and
freehand drawing. All these efforts have been grouped
under the main heading, "Introductory items". The books





The listing of materials used is not sufficient to
include all items. !Iany articles are used in several
different ways. In considering paper, for example, three
items of instruction will probably be included. First,
"the paper used" will be considered for its qualities:
size, color, weight, texture, inking and erasing quali-
ties; second, "attaching the paper" to the drawing board,
and making the top edge of the paper parallel to the
blade of the T square placed in proper working position;
third, "the layout of the sheet", the border, title, and
placing of the drawing on the sheet. Each item, there-
fore, represents some teaching unit appearing in one or
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more of twenty texts. Hence all units involving the use
of materials have been included at this point under the
instrument or tool involved.
Lettering: ( page 18
)
This important phase of mechanical drawing includes
both the capital and small letters of the Gothic alpha -
bet, figures
,
and such dimensioning symbols as are com-
monly used. Guide lines and the construction of letters
play an important part in the instruction of lettering.
Dimensioning
; ( page 17)
Dimensioning is sometimes presented as a separate
study. It includes the methods used to describe the
sizes of various parts of the object drawn. There is
some disagreement upon rules for dimensioning. The prob-
lems in the texts afford a good guide to procedures; and
often this represents the major presentation of the di-
mensioning instruction.
Orthographic Projection Drawing
: ( page 18 )
The major field of mechanical drawing is the "three
view presentation" of an object. To be able to read or
construct a "three view drawing", one must understand the
background theory of projection. This is the first real
study of any importance a student msices after acquaint-
ing himself with the materials to be used. The various
*
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items listed under this topic will suggest to the reader
the progressive steps of instruction usually covered in
the study of mechanical drawing. As contrasted to •'
•'working drawings" listed later, this is a study of theo-
ry; while the second topic is a study of industrial prac-




The preparation of finished mechanical drawing plates
involves a large expenditure of time. The draftsman who
has the ability to sketch preliminary plans has a valuabl
asset. It is almost indispensable, and yet few authors
give it very much consideration.
•forking Drav/ing ; (page 21)
As mentioned above, this study is similar to "Ortho-
graphic projection drawing", but emphasizes the commer-
cial practices, the representation of screw threads, bolt
s
notes used on drawings, gears, cams, and special types of
drawing. The distinction of assembly and of detail draw-
ings is also considered here.
Pictorial Drawing; (page 24)
Many draftsmen are not adept in freehand presentation
but they can mechanically construct their thoughts in
pictorial presentation by use of isometric, cabinet, or
oblique projection drawing. Mechanical perspective is
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also used extensively. Some of the pictorial projection
drawing has the advantage of being drawn to scale, and
dimensioned.
Develp-oment and Sheetmetal drawing ; (page 25)
Developmental drawing is often used to forward the
study of orthographic projection. Hov/'ever, its real value
is of greatest importance to the sheetmetal worker.
Patternmaking of the surfaces of solids resolves into
lampshade patterns, pails, measures, funnels, etc.
Geometric Constructions ; (page 25)
The presentation of geometric constructions is large-
ly in problem form. Naturally, many geometric figur.es




V/here plans are sent out for competitive bids, many
copies are required. It is quite important tliat the
copies are identical and so prepared that they may not
be altered easily. Blueprinting has become the general-
ly accepted medium though other methods of duplicating
are sometimes used. The process is inexpensive nnd of
particular interest to the student of drawing. His draw-
ing is traced to obtainf'a negative which in turn makes
the blueprint possible.
Blueprint Reading ; (page 25)
Recognizing the interest factor as well as the practi
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cal application in education, some instructors prefer to
teach drawing through the reading of the finished article
Actually it is little "different ^ from reading a draw-
ing as the blueprint is only a processed copy of the orig
inal drawing.
Architectural Drawing; (page 25)
Quite often at the conclusion of a two-year course in
general mechanical drawing a few plates of architectural
drawing are included.# This plan has the advantages of
including several other special types o£ drawing incident
ally, such as piping, electrical, masonry, etc..
The following three paragraphs take three items; (1)
irregular curves, (2) auxiliary views, and (3) mechanical
perspective; and show how to use Table I (pages 16
-25)
as a reference sheet for finding what the twenty books
contain on these items.
(l) The irregular curve is a celluloid instrument,
similar to a "triangle", making up a sampling of
curves taken from a spiral. Recently it has been
noted that some authors refer to this instrument as
a "French curve". Presuming one desired to search
for such information in this catalogue of twenty
books, in Table I, under the use of materials (p.l6,
? Nash & VanNuzee: Manual of Oirections, page5 "Industria
Arts Tests #11" (see page 49 of this study )
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lineC3^),he would find that seven texts not only des-
cribe, but also illustrate the irregular curve. The
Table does not show which books -refer to it as the
"French curve", but it is evident that Berg & ICron-
quist (6i) has the gx-eatest number- of illustrations.
The presentations of this item in French & Svensen
(3i), and LaCour & Schaeffer (3i) also must be more
than casual. Furthermore
,
after consulting this cat-
alogue, only seven books need be consulted instead of
twenty.
(2) In the study of auxiliary views some students
iiave difficulty in recognizing the problem at hand.
Often an..alternate .presentation, a new approach, or
a new set of illustrations will clear up the situa -
tion. By referring to Table I, under Orthographic
Projection and the subheading "auxiliary views" (pg.
20, line 9), a grist of material is indexed. Nine
books present problems. Line 10 shov/s the presenta -
tion of auxiliary views (for true shape) of the en-
tire object in six books, and line 11 shows the pre-
sentation of partial auxiliary views in six books
though four happen to be in common with those of
line 10 ( page 20). And likewise lines 12, 13, 14,
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used. reference line approach (line 13) is
used by tv/o authors, while the center line method
(line 12) is used by six. Ermeling illustrates
the centerline method as a special case.
( 3) In search for texts with problems of mechanical
perspective, the index would reveal such under the
general heading "Pictorial Drawing" (page 24 line 26)
The Table shows five texts presenting mechanical per-
spective, two of which present problems, and four in-
clude illustrations.
Eriaeling, Eischer, & Greene: Llechanical Drawing 1st Yr
page 63 ( see page 44 of this study)
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TABLE I: Showing the inclusion of items in the ll f'
contents of tv/enty mechanical dravfing
, j
texts for use in secondary schools.
:j j
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O rH rH o H Pi H 0) 04 O rH
^ (b r/> C-d 1=1 rH ft) H pq pq Pi tq t-q PI O A rH
1 IITTRODUCTORY STAm!ENTS( preface ) x x x x '
2 compared v/ith perspective x
3 Language, a universal
4 language, of industry x
X XXX xxxx
X X
1 5 Language, of drawing x x
6 Choosing an occupation




8 USE OP IJ[ATERIA1S( drawing board) i i
9 Paper used x x x i
10 Layout of sheet i i i
11 Attaching paper i i 2i i
i i
!l
X X i X i X X
i ixiii iippi
i ix xi ixi ix
,
12 Title i i
^
i
i 13 Pencil: index B, HB, H, etc x i x i Ij i
14 Round pointing pencil i i !'
15 Chisel pointing pencil i x "
i i 2i i
.
i X X i i





16 Sandpad or file x
17 Eraser x x i x x
18 T square i i i i i i
19 Drawing of vertical lines i i i i
1
i i XXX i
i Slip i i i i




20 Drawing horizontal lines ;j i i i
21 Use of 60-30 triangle x i i i i
22 Use of 45 triangle pi i i
23 Drawing 15 degree lines i i i i
i^i i i i iii ipi iii,ii
i ii ipiiiiii
i i i ||
-
!i :
24 Drawing 75 degreelines
25 Use of protractor
26 Drawing ofl parallel lines

















28 Use of Compass 31 X X i X X 2i i i
29 Use of pencil compass i X i i X i i i i
30 Use of pen compass X i i X i i i
31 Use of extension bar i X i i i i
32 Use of irregular curves( Prench) 6i i i 3i ; 3i 2i - . i
X indicates that the item appears in written form, only,
i indicates that the presentation is a,ccompanied by illustrations,
p indicates that the presentation is in the form of a problem,
unless indicated as above. ’
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12 Projection lines (^extension)
13 Dimension lines
14 Margin or border lines
15 Cutting plane lines





20 Cross hatching lines
21 Blocking in lines
22 Order of penciling 5p
23 Rules for inking( order oii
24 Direction of lines
25 To trace
26 To erase
27 Ruling pen, use of
28 To sharpen ruling pen
29 To fill ruling pen



























1 Drawing arcs P X X
2 Drawing tangents i P i i
3 Drawing fillets P P X i
4 Drawing
1
ogee curve P i 1
5 Joining arcs i P i i
X indicates that the item appears in written form, only,
i indicates that the presentation is accompaniea by illustrations,
p indicates that the presentation is in the form of a probleyi,
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1 nrawing shade lines
2 Use of bow pen
3 Use of compass pen















5 Tacks X X i
6 Care of instruments X X
7 Scales and measurements p
8 Triangular scales i X i i X i X i 3i i
9 Plat scales i i X X i i
10 Architectural Scales i X i
11 Engineering scale X X
12 Reading the scale X P i i i i ipl3 i
13 Spacing measures i i X i i i
14 Use of calipers 7i
15 Preparation of note books X X
16 LETTERING
,
Gothic p 4p 8p 7P 14p 8p p p
17 Capital letters, oblique i p i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
18 Capital letters, vertical p i i i i i i i i
19 Construction of letters i 2i i i 4i i i i i
20 Roman alphabet i i i i
21 Figures i p i i i i { i i
22 Mixed numbers i ip i i i i r- i i i









X indicates that the item appears in written form, only,
i indicates that the presentation is accompanied hy illustrations,
p indicates that the presentation is in the form of a problem,
unless indicated as above.
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loiiower case^letters. Gothic p “ P 'Sp
- --
7p 14p ix> *0
2 Lower case, oblique i i i i i i i i i i
3 Lower case, vertical i i i i i i i i
4 Construction of letters i 2i 2i i i i i i
5 Roman alphabet i i i
DIIIEIISIOITIRG: p 7p 13p
6 A copy procedure X p i i i i X
7 Dimension rules X 17x 7i i i i 8x 5x X ii X
8 Extension lines i i i i i i i i i 11 i
y Eigures 3i i i i i i 5i 3i i i
10 Radii & arcs X X i
1
X i X 3i
i|
11 Finish marks p i i X X X i i ip i
II
i X12 Notes; drill, ream, fit 2i 4i X X xp i
13 ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION: 12p 22p 38p 38p 22p 20p 28p 6p 16p 16p
14 Three view, drawing, xp i\
15 Compared with perspective i 6i i i X X X i X i i X16 Two view presentation i i i i i i i i i 1 t1
17 Projection box i i i i 2i 6i 2i i 3i 2i i 2i i i
l_- -
i
18 Angle of projection i i 2i i
19 Four or more views i i i il ip i i
20 Reference to trade use X X i i .[
21 Advantages over perspective x X i X X i II X
1]
‘
22 Angular studies i X X i p i X23 Circular studies i X X i •n
24 Indexing of projection i i 2i i
25 Section drawing 3p 5p 16p
,,
8p P 2p 26p 21p p
26 Section drawing P X X i i i X X i X X
27 V/hole in section 3p P i i7p .V ti i X i i i i i xp ip i3p
jl28 Half in section 2p p i i3p i X i i i i i xp ip
29 Revolved P i i i i i i i i i ip i ip
X indicates that the item appears in written form, only,
p indicates tnat the presentation is accompanied by illustra.tions.
p indicates that the presentation is in the form of a proolem,
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1 Isolated or reference s. p p p
1 2 Conventional section(rib) ip ip ip
1 3 Cutting plane i
4 Treatment of keys, bolts, shaft ip
i
i i i i i
i i i i i i 4p
i i i i
i i i i i
,
5 Symbols of materials in s. p i i i
i 6 Conventional breaJcs p ip
7 Partial s. (broken surface) ip i
1
8 Isometric section i igp
i i i
i i i i i
i i i i i ip i
i 2i
9 Auxiliary views; p 18 p
1
10 for true shape x 7i




4p 2p 9p 51p 3p
X i i i
i i i X
12 construction, centerline i f
13 Construction, reference line
;14 Auxiliary plane (projection box)
!|15 Perpendicular projection from slant surface 1 x
i
3i




jl 6 Parallel plane X
1^17 Revolution of solids 6p p 5ip 7p
18 Use of models ip i
;
19 Indexing the projection ip i









21 True length lines p22 for auxiliary views
23 for developments x





25 lines parallel to planes
26 Conventional projections i ji
i 4i 2i 7i i
uiiao ojie item appears in written i orm, only. it




indicates that ti.e presentation is in the form of a problem 3
unless indicated as above. ’
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0) 03 <D 03
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-P 02 <D 0> 03 to H 02 ^ 02 o 03 to <D
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> a +> ov 03 03 Q> a> V o -P O to ^ o>
0) H rH O H O rH iH O rH M a> O H oP W P Ph O H P
1 SKETCHIHG: 26p 3p
2 Methods 3ip 3i 2i
3 Three view sketches ip 2i
4 Pictorial presentation 3i 2p
5 Cabinet projection X Ip













13 notes # i 2i
14 Symbols (conventional representation);##
I-
15 Placing and Spacing of views

























































# See "notes" under "Dimensioning" (page 17)
## See "conventional breaks" and "Symbols" under "section
drawing" (page 18)
X indicates that the item appears in written fomii, only,
i indicates that the presentation is accompanied by illustration]
p indicates that the presentation is in the form of a problem,
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1 U.S.Std. threads i i i x
2 V sharp threads i i i
3 Square threads i i x
4 Lead threads i x
^ i i i 2 i i
i i i i i












9 Wood screws i 8 i 2i
101 Cap screws i i
11 Pipe threads i i p









13 Bolts and fastenings
14 Stud bolts ip
15 Square: headobGlts P P p 1 ip





1 i i ip
.
i i i ip ip




17 S. A. E. bolt i
18 U.S.Std. bolt dimensions i i










21 Set screws i i ^
22 Lock nuts i
23 Conventional holes 8 i 8 i '' 10.-
24 Keys p gi 5 ^^
4i






28 Cotter pins & gibs p 2i
^ xp
X
29 Bronze bearings xp xp
30 Bushed bearing p
31 Couplings X ip





1, 11^ iocjii tippccira in written rorrn, only.
1 indicates that the presentation is accompanied by illustrations,
p indicates that the presentation is in the form of a problem
unless indicated as above .
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9 Cams 2p 3i
!
10 Heart cam p




' ' 3p 16p 4p
13 Detail drawings p 2p pp 2p i5p
14 Assembly drawings p
'
15 Labelled P p i
i 16 Indexed 3p
i
3i





18 Bill of material 2p










21 Pen tracing x
i 22 Tracing cloth, pounce x

















32 Engineering curves 4p
X indicates tkat tiie item annears
^1 i indicates t;iat the nresentati on
11




in written form, onl;,.
is accompa,nied by illustrations,
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DISCUSSICIT OF THE TABIE
As noted previously, it must be assumed that the
reader of this study has a background knowledge of me-
chanical drav/ing. Using the organization of material as
in Table I, the following distribution of items is evi-
dent .
Introductory Statement s
Three of the text books analysed are advanced v;ork;
consequently an introductory statement might logically
be omitted. Twelve books include a preface, which gives
the reader an insight into tii e author ’ s purpose and the
aims of his presentation (page 11, line 1).
Five books present the subject as a language, one
compares it with perspective drawing, one as "representa-
tion upon paper"; and another more recent book definitely
associates the subject v/ith the choosing of afa occupation
( page 16, lines 2 -7 )
.
Use of Material s
Again, the three advanced books, naturally, might
limit or omit the consideration of use of materials.
Another text, largely a problem book, might not be ex-
pected to include these items.
The drav/ing board, the fundamental piece of equip-
ment for the draftsman, appears illustrated in most texts
in an incidental manner, usually in conjunction with the

instruction in use of the T square. In one book of 279
pages, three lines are devoted to the drawing board. Four
books specifically illustrate it (page 11, line 8 ).
The paper used, the attaching of the paper to the
board, and the layout of tl.e sheet, are presented in most
of the books. Six illustrate title corners for drawing
plates (page 16, lines 9 -12).
Four books mention, and seven others mention and illus
trate the indexing of pencils. Seven note and illustrate
the presentation of a round point only; but four illus-
trate the chisel point also.
Three books illustrate the sand pad, tvro additional
mention it. Two books illustrate the eraser v/hile seven
only mentionit (page 16, lines 13 - 17).
The illustrated presentation of the T square, the
construction of vertical lines, and the use of the tri-
angles appear quite generally. The 15 degree lines and
the 75 degree lines are illustrated in seven books, and
the protractor in one book. The construction of paralle
lines, and of perpendicular lines, is illustrated in sev-
en hooks. (page 16, line 18 -27).
The use of the compasses, pencil, pen, and extension,
appears v;ith less frequency than that of the T square and
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pass, seven illustrate; of the seven mentioning the pen
compass, five illustrate; and of the six mentioning the
use of the extension arm, five illustrate.
Seven hooks illustrate the irregular curves, (page li
lines 28 - 32 )
.
In drawing arcs, tangents, fillets, and ogee curves,
eleven books include instructions. However, only four
have more than one illustration. Five books illustrate
methods of joining arcs. The bow pencil and the dividers
are mentioned by six and are illustrated in all but one
instance (page 17, lines 1-7).
An index of lines used, the "alphabet of lines", ap-
pears in nine books. Practically all the books ( 14-15)
present these lines individually or incidentally. The
cutting rlane is presented by three books, broken parts
by four, and guide and construction lines by two. One
book presents trim lines, two cross hatching, ana four a
blocking-in line. Ten books present an order of pencil-
ing, five illustrating the same (page 17, line 8).
Rules for, or order of,j.nking appear in ten books.
However, only three or four books treat the item at any
great length (page 17, lines 25 -30; page 18, lines 1-4).
In the treatment of scales and measurements, nine
books present the triangular scale, illustrated in seven
instances. Three books treat the study extensively
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(p 18, lines 7-13). The use of calipers is illustrated
in one booic. jr-reparat ion of notebooks is noted in two
texts (page 17, lines 14 & 15).
Lettering
Most of the texts (17) present oblique capitnl uotnic
letters. jNine present the vertical form also. Eleven
texts present the oblique lower case letters, and nine
the vertical form also. Further instructional detail in
lettering is scattered, though four books present a, Roman
alphabet or architectural letters. Figures, mixed num-
bers dimension figures, and construction of letters are
presented by some texts (p 18, lines 18-26, p 19, line !-£•
Dimensioning
In dimensioning procedures, nine books present rules
and illustrate extension lines and figures, and finish
marks. 8ix mention notes on drawings, and the dimension-
ing of arcs and radii (page 19 lines 6-12).
orthographic projection
In the presentation of three-view drawing it is of
particular interest to note the approach to the study.
' Twelve books compare ortnogrannic projection with perspec-
tive, ten use the two view projection, fifteen books ill-
ustrate the projection box. The angle of projection is
consia red by only four books; but six illustrate drawings
of four or more views. Four books make reference to trade
t
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uses of drawings, while seven cite the advantages over
perspective drawing, yeven specifically consider angular
or straight line studies apart from studies of circular
objects, i'our books illustrate indexed projection draw-
ing. Ten present an extensive number of problems in this
study (page 19 lines 13-24.)
Section drawing is also universplly presented. jj’our-
teen books present both whole section, and half section;
thirteen present revolved section^ Eight other phases of
section drawing such as reference section, conventional
breaks and representations, treatment of keyways in sec-
tion, etc., appear approximately seven times, (page 19,
lines 25-29; page 20, lines 1-8.)
The study of auxiliary views is extensively treated
by two books; it is presented by nine. Two presentations
are based upon the projection box, and four upon the per-
pendicular projection from the slant face, two books con-
struct from a reference line, while six others construct
the auxiliary view from a center line (p 20, lines 1-16.)
The revolution of solids appears in eignt books as
problems. The instruction appearing in only six of the
books is brief or limited in details (p 20, lines 17-20.)
-discerning true length lines is undertaken by six
books and then in conjunction with the study of auxiliary
viev/s or developmental drawing (p 20, lines 21-26.)
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Sketching is treated lirnitedly as evidenced hy prohlem i
appearing in six hooks, of which only two mention more
than one type: three-view and pictorial dra.wing (p. 21; 1-7)
V/orking Drav^ings
In this classification the most generally accepted
studies are screv/ threads, oolt fastenings, pnd some con-
ventions, gears, cams, detail and assembly drav/ing. The
presentations vary with the size of the book, the larger
volumes including details of instruction under each of the
above headings (page 21, lines 19 - 29).
Twelve books present
.
problems in scre-.v threads, of
which six treat . the study with a good number of illustra-
tions. The U.3.3td. thread, V sharp thread, and square
thread are the most comraonly illustrated, appearing in
seven books (page 22, lines 1-22).
Fifteen texts present in illustration or problems, or
both, the square head ana the hexagonal bolts (p. 22, 1.13).
Nine books illustrate the study of conventional repre-
sentation of holes (page 22, line 23).
Six books present a study of gears, but three of these
consider
. it more extensively than otrxers. Four books
present problems in cams (page 23, lines 1 - 12).
Ten. books define detail drawings a.nd present assembly
drawings either indexed or labellea fTafr.23^ linaa i z - 17 ),
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Three books mention tracing. One book presents prob-
lems in special fields such as airplanes, boats, cement
work, landscape architecture, maps, patent drawing,, etc.,
(page 23, lines 25 - 32; and page 24, lines 1 - 11).
Pictorial Drawing
The pictorial drawing in isometric projection is the
most common form, as it appears in ten books. Cabinet
drawing appears in six, oblique drawing in four, and m-e-
chanicral perspective in five. Instruction accompanying
isometric drawing is equally extensive, shewing procedures
axes, circle construction, and section drawing (p 24:12-30
Developmen t al Drawing
This type of drawing appears in eleven books. The
more coimnon studies pertain to cones, cylinders,
prisms, pyramids, intersections, and practical application
(page 25; lines 1 - 7 )
Geometrical Problems
Geometrica.l problems appear in eleven books in vary -
ing numbers from, four to thirty five (page 25, line 8 ).
Blueprinting and Duplicating
Eight books afford an insight into blueprinting pro-
cesses, and seven of these books illustrate the machines
used. Three books give further details of duplicating
processes such os sepia and VanDyke prints, and red o.nd





Nine books present architectural drav/ing. The prob-
lem work consist largely of details, plans, and elevations
(page 25, lines 16 - 25).
GENERALIZATIONS
This being a preliminary study, it might be just as
well not to attempt to make more than generalizations, by
way of conclusions. And even so, such generalizations
from this study can relate only to the occurrence of items
in the texts analyzed, and to some extent to the form of
presentation .
There seems to be close agreement in the inclusion of
items in these twenty texts when taking into consideration
the variety in the sizes of volumes, ^nd the variety of
purposes for which the uifferent texts are prepared.
Practically all the texts agree in including items
under the following headings:
Use of materials
( pages 16 & 17 )
Lettering




( pages 20 & 21 )
Working drawings
( page 22 )
Pictorial and development drawings are not presented
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in the more recent texts .as extensively as "before (p.24)
Items under special presentations appear in five texts
McGee & Sturtevant, and Woellner &: Wittick present these
extensively ( page 23 )
.
Recent texts are being written for a more specific use
as evidenced "by differenc iation on the presentation of the
material. McGee & Sturtevant, Hoelscher &: Mays, and
Devette ( page 16 - 25 )
Junior High School hooks include more informational
material and undertakie to cover, generally, many phases
of mechanical drav/ing work. McGee & Sturtevant (page 23)
Less attention is being given to technical details of
the subject, as in;
(a) the preparation of the pencil v;ith a chisel point
to insure a more durable edge and fine line (pg.l6
lines 13, 14, 15 ) .
(b) the revolution of solids (page 20, lines 17-20).
(c) auxiliary views (page 20, lines 9 - 16 ).
(d) pictorial projection (page 24, lines 12 - 30).
(e) geometric constructions (page 25, lines 8 ).
(f) construction of engineering curves (p.23, line 32)
Such variation as appear in the inclusion of items
suggest the difficulty of preparing an extensive work for
universal use, unless it were to include only the basic
topics or "minimum essentials for all" as previously sug-
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gested ( top of page 33).
The trend appears to he away from problem hooks, or
specific sets of problems prescribed for one and all stu-
dents. '.'Wherever problems are presented in the more re -
cent books, similar problems varying in degree of diffi-
culty are supplied for the slower and for the quicker stu-
dents. Illustrations are being used extensively. In ad-
dition to problem presentation, instructional drawings and
informational pictures ( line cuts) are now included.
This is particularly noticeable in the junior high school
texts ( McGee & Sturtevant).
After all, the ina j or value and intention of this study
is the cataloguing of the occurrence of items in represen-
tative texts. Anyone interested in the contents of mechan-
ical drawing texts would find the present work a good ba-
sis for further study. l
.
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Appendix A
AN ANITOTATEN BOOK LIST OB TEXTS AITALYSEI) IN THIS STODY-
The following books are classified, generally, into
four groups and are presented in the same order of ap-
pearance as in Table I (page 15).
I Those representing the earlier texts, chron-
ologically.
II Those presented in booklet form.
III The more recent publications of a genera.1 nature.
IV The more recent publications prepared spec-
ifically for the junior high school organ-
ization (informational).
Group 1. Books representing the earlier texts,
( chronologically.
)
1. "Yecha.nical Brav/ing for Industrial and High
Schools" Leeds, Charles C., Professor of
yechanical Drawing School of Applied IndustriesIL
Carnegie Institute of Technology.
Van Nostrand Publishing Company, New York (1908j)
Second High School Edition 191!^.
This book is prepared primarily for industrial and
high school levels vmth the stated purpose of preparing
the student for work in the field of drafting. It is a.lE||(
planned to develop creative faculties and to strengthen
the imagination. It is illustrated in problem form,
largely. It is a volume of ninety pages, 11" x 9-^"
glazed paper. The problems are of the usual completion
type and relate to transferring the presentation from
isometric to orthographic projection or vice versa.
This text does not use the usual alphabet of lines. In
many instances the author assumes that some basic in-
formation is known to the student and, as in the ca.se of
dimensioning procedures, instruction is made only by
precept as shown in problems illustrated. The text is a
valuable aid to the teacher desiring to inject a large
part of supplementary insti-uct ion.
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2 "Ilechanical drawing Problems"
Berg, Edward; and Kronquist, Emil E. Instructors
in the Washington High School, I'il^/aukee,
V/isconsin. Hanual Arts Press, Peoria, Illinois
1918. :':ow available in paper binuing, part 1
Hirst Year pa.rt 11 Second Year, anu Key plates
by Kronquist 19 33.
This is a direct text and problem book prepared for
high schools, normal and vocational school use. It has
222 pages and 8" x 6" open end. It is primarily a
valuable collection of progressive problems and inter-
spersed v/ith extra plates for brighter students, and
instructional reference sheets. By way of reviews, a
few questions are presented at the close of each block
of work.




school for Boys, Boston, ".ass.
Hilton Bradley & Company (1915) 1922
This text is primarily presented for classroom use
in the high school and for more mature students who want
practical and extensive work in the subject. It is ex-
tensively illustrated, 112 pages 7" x 11", and has 76
problem plates. The instruction is brief "do as I do'*
procedure (precept) with some sketches and some draw-
ings. It is a progressive course of problems with no
suggestions made for abridging. Probably the presentat ioij
of geometrical problems and mechanica,! perspective are
as fine as can be found in any of the books analysed in
this study.
4. "Essential of llechanical Drawing"
Turner, William Wirt, B. S. Arch., H. S. Arch.
Instructor in iiechanical arid Arc..itectural
Drawing, South Bend High School, South Bend
Indiana J. Wiley & Sons, Hew York City 1926
This book is prepared for use in high and trade
schools. It has 168 pages 10-|-" x 8" opening endv/ise,
and it is prepareu for one year’s work, five periods a
week. The author cites the import -'nee of using a text fo:
instruction in this subject. A definite plan of the
book is to have the directions appear upon the page op-
posite the related problem drawing. The subject has
been presented in detail and includes considerable
material not cdmaonly found. A generous supply of
questions at the conclusion of each phase of work affords








5. ’1!echanica.l Drawing for High Schools"
r Drench, Thomas E. and Svensen, Carl L.,
j
Department of Engineering Drav;ing, Ohio State
University HcGraw Hill Book Company, llev/ York
1919, 19 27, 19 34
This hook is advertised as being used in more
schools than all other hoo^is of its kind together. It
is an extensive work for high school level and is based
upon the findings of the Ohio survey of the teaching of
I mecha.nical drawing in high schools (1918). It is a
' 6" X 9" volume, v;ell bound, 279 pages and 444 illustra-
tions (2nd edition). In aduition to seven chapters
of instructional work there is another chapter devoted
to problems providing material for a two year course of
study. This chapter is indexed to reference articles at
;
the front of the book, throughout the general presentatio
of the subject. Although the text is prepared for high
school use, it laight be useu liinitedly in the junior
high school. Problems, figures, and articles might be
confused, as all three are numbered consecutively
throughout the volume.
droup 11 . Books presented in booklet form
1. "llechanical Drawing" "First Year"
Ermeling, V/illard "!•, Instructor at the Crane
Junior College, Chicago; Fischer, Feruin-nd A.,
Instructor at the Hicholas Senn High School,
Chicago; and ureene, :eorge u., Instructor at
;
the Lane Technical school, C-lcago. 1922
isruce Publishing Company, ’’ilwaukee, \7isconsin
one of the first of its kind, this v/ork has ceen
prepared by men who are actively engaged in teaching
the grades to be served by their text. It represents a.
problem course but includes instructional material for
‘ an introduction to each topic presented. Supplementary
i plates are included for the exceptional student;
; objective tests and questions are introduced limitedly.
The book is inexpensively bound, one signature of 80
pages 6-g-" X 8", and paper covered.
2. "Mechanical Drawing" "Second Y’ear"
Same authors and publisher 120 pages. 1922
The second volume is also a, problem course with
I
the information necessary for its solution. The interest
I
of the student is recognized as a. strong factor and the
j
objects represented are those met by the student in
i
his every day life. Tests, supplementary plates.
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lettering, introduction to blueprinting, and arch-
itectural and machine drawing are presented.
3. "Mechanical hrav/ing Book I"
Soggy, norace "
. ,
ne?d of the drafting
Department. Arsenal Technical School,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
r.lcGrav/ Hill Book Company, Hew York City. 19 33
This is a book that has been proven by Lhe authors
to meet their needs in (1) handling large groups of
students, (2) in keeping interest high, (3) in afford-
ing inuividual progress, and (4) in limiting the need
for individual instruction. The drav/ing technique is
outlined in detail, and a very definite four speed plan
is prepared. The instruction and data pages are quite
self explanatory. uhe book has 43 pages 11" x 8-^"
bounu in paper covers. A veritable barrage of impert-
inent questions preceding each problem plate is
presented to encourage tihnking. A flexible and usable
text for beginners in any school.
4. "Mechanical rawing isook il"
same author and publisher 1933.
Thirty- two pages 11" x 8^", paper covered.
Problems are prepared for the second semester of a
beginning year.
5. "I'echanical Drav/ing Book III"
same author and publisher 1933.
Twenty- tv/o pages 11" x 8-^" paper covered. This
volume is designed for the first semester of a second
year.
Group III . The more recent publications of a
general nature
1. " Mechanical Drawing: Instructional Sheets"
Rigast, A. K., ('-. \») Head of the Depart-
ment of Drafting, High School and -Junior
College, Eureka, California.
Macmillan & Company^ Boston, 'lass. 19 29
This is a one year book of 80 pa.ges and offers an
intensive program of work. It is organized as a unique
manual and has a definite three track plan of progress.
After it had proved its worth at Eureka., the decision
to publish the plan followed. considerable dependence
is placed upon the interpretation of written in-
structions.
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2. "A Short course in Mechanical Drawing"
,
Devette, William A., Instructor, Wilson
|
Junior T'igh School, Erie, Penn. '
Eruce Publishing Company, nilwatikee, "'is. 1929
A cloth bound book of 142 pages 6" x 9" and 106
problems. The author has endeavored to present a com-
prehensive course in the briefest possible form. The
text follows a natural progression introducing what is
needed as the problems demand. This book is organized
for the person who is able to go ahead upon a suggestion;
considerable detail in the execution of problems is left
to the judgment of the individual. Although the author
is a. junior high school instructor, his ^-’ork is pre-
pared for college engineering extension classes, even-
ing school, and possibly for high school or junior
high school.
3. "Notes for Mechanical Dra.wing" (revised)
Mathewson, Prank E. and btewart, judson l,.
.t^ruce Publishing Co. ”ilv/aukee, 7/isconsin 1929.^
ytewart has revised and redrawn Mathewson' s well
known volume of 1904. As before, the book covers a lot
of ground. There is an introductory block of general
instruction only, leaving the details for the in-
structor to supplement.
4.
"Basic Units in Mechanical Drav/ing Book I"
Hoelscher, R. P., Professor of General Engineer
of Illinois; and mays.
Industrial Education,
J . Wiley & Sons,
cloth bound. It is
ing Drawing, University
Arthur J3., '-’rofessor of
University of Illinois.
New York. 1933
A book of 289 pages, 6" x 9",
organized on the basis of teaching and learning units
rather than the conventional chapters. It is designed
for a two semester course in mechanical dra.wing for t
junior or senior high school, or technical schools. Therja
are extensive lists of questions and problems at the clos'e
of each unit. •^s in .jevette's book no pla.cement
|
measurements are given for the problems. Probably this
j
text will have greater use v/ith brighter or older students
It might be difficult to use it to a.ny great extent in I;
the junior high school.
j
b. "b-eneral mechanical Dra.wing for Beginners"
[
Woellner, Robert C., School of Education,
j




University of unicago nigh school. ijinn &
Company, Boston. 19 32
116 pages 6” x 9”, cloth hound.
A general survey course for beginners old enough i
to conduct self-directea stuay. 'uestions and problems
are supplied to afford exercise in each unit. Consid-
erable material not traditionally included is presented
in this volume. Orthographic projection is presented
briefly.
croup IV . More recent publications prepared
specifically for the junior hi;::h school
organization (surveying and informational;
1. “introductory mechanical drawing"
Lac our, Aloert A., Instructor of Mechanical
UraAving, Technological Hif;h School, and
Shaeffer, Glenn U., hend of laanual Arts
uepff.rtment . “illiam Bass Junior High School,
Atlanta, Georgia
Bruce Publishing Company, Milwaukee, Wis. 1932
23 pages 6" x 9", paper covers.
j.his volume supplies a simple inexpensive intro-
ductory text for beginning students in the subjects, pro-
viding problems on drawing procedure, shape description,
and size description.
2. "Instruction Sheets in Mechanica.l Drawing"
Rotmans, Elmer A., V/ashington Junior nigh
cachool, Kochester, im. i. Allyn & Bacon,
New York 1930.
135 pages S-g-" x 10" perforated sheet, paper
cover.
This is a unique problem book with detailed in-
structions, correlated vmerever possible with woodwork,
and punched and perforated sheets for notebook binding.
It is organized for individual study and progress, with
lessons grouped into units of work. Examination papers
and review questions are included, though limited in
quantity.
3. "oimplified i^echanical jjrawing"
Crook, Thurman u, instructor oi mechanical
Drawing, South Bend Junior High, South Bend Vocational
School, South Bend, Indiana.
McGraw Hill Book Company, New York City 1929.
155 pages e-g-" x 9", cloth bound.
This text is within the comprehension of 7th, 8th,
and 9th grade students. The book is arranged with the
lesson sheet facing the related problem drawing. It is
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a congenial progression of problems interspersed with
considerable incidental information, methods of con-
struction, and questions.
4. "Instruction Sheets for the General Shop-
Drafting"
Lewis, M. S., and Dillon, J. H. McGraw Hill
Book Company, New York City 1933.
155 pages 9" x 6", paper cover.
Twelve problems are presented with the aid of ill-
ustrations in "cabinet projection." Each "sheet" ex-
plains (1) the job, (2) general information (3)
instruments and material, (4) procedure, (5) questions,
(6) references, (7) guidance material, (8) record
forms, and (9) assembly of reference material. It is
interestingly different; but very characteristically
junior high school technique.
5. "General Mechanical Drawing"
McGee, R. A. (B. S. M. A. Dept, of Industrial
Education, South High School, Minneapolis.
Sturtevant, \V. W. (B. S.) University of
Minnesota.
Bruce Publishing Company, Milwaulcee, Wis. 19 30
192 pages 6" x 9" cloth cover. Fifty-one
lessons.
Fifty- one lessons are supplied with extensive in-
formational material and pictures. Definite suggestions
are made for procedure in p roblems. Objective tests,
references to standardized tests, are included at the
end of each unit of work, as well as a bibliography.
Unlike other texts this is continually presenting
vocational opportunities or insight for the student. It
is written for the junior high school technique but
might be a real challenge to many high school students.
Three problems of each type but differing in difficulty
afford opportunity for A, B, and C grade students.
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Appendix E
BIBLIOGRAPHY OP TEXTS ON HECHAMICAL BRAVING,
AND APPLIED SUBJECTS, OP DIRECT USE AND REPERSNCE






























Mechanical Drawing. Cincinnati, Ohio
Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company 1886 r
L. Mechanical drawing. Boston r
George H. Ellis Co., 6th ed. 1913
A. Theory of engineering drawing. New
D. VanNostrand Co., 2nd ed. 1915 r
Principles of parallel projecting line
dravring. New York: D. VanNostrand 1912 r
G. C. An introduction to the graphic languages
Boston, D. C. Heath 1922 r
Elements of mechanical drawing. Heath 1897 r
A. B. Mechanical drawing. New York: H. Holt 1911
C. H. Mechanical drawing for beginners
Peoria, 111.: The manual Arts Press 1920
C. A. Grammar grade problems in mechanical-
drawing. Peoria, 111. : Manual Arts Press 1916
Problems in mechanical drawing 1925
and Xronquist E. P. Mechanical drav/ing problems
Peoria, 111. Manual Arts Press 1922
Key plates for mechanical drawing problems
Peoria, 111. Manual Arts Press 1933 r
G. F. and Darling, L. A. Elements of drawing
New York: J. Wiley & Sons 1912
E., Mechanical Drawing Book 1, 2, and 3, 19^1
York; McGravf Hill Book Company
Drawing and Design for the craftsman
York: D. McKay 1917 r
Graphic methods of presenting facts
New York Engineering Magazine Co. 1914 r
Workshop Series, Mechanical drawing.
London: Cassell & Company 1919 r
W. Elementary course in mechanical dra.wing
Chicago: H. Speakman 1904 r
Drafting room -oractise. New York
The Pencil Points Press 1928 r
H. B. Shop drawing for beginners
Milwaukee, Wis. Bruce Publishing Co. 1932
C. E. and Freeman, H. L. Mechanical Drr’wing




















iiew York; .1. Wiley & Sons 1904 r
C. D. Drafting room methods, (and) standards
and forms. ITew York; D. Vanllostrand Co.
1918 r
\ H. and Stanley, D. A. Drawing room kinds
New York; Hill Publishing Company 1908 r
D. and Phillips, J . D, Mechanical drav/ing
for secondary schools Chicago; Scott, For-
sman 1916
Simplified mechanical drawing New York
He Grew Hill Book Company 1928
K. Mechanical Drawing Boston; Ginn & Co. 1395 r
H. A manual of mechanical drawing. Cambridge,
Eng., University Press 1914
William A. A short course in Mechanical Drawing
Milwaukee, Wis.; Bruce Publishing Go. 1932
Ellis, G. Modern technical drawing. London
B. T. Batsford 1913 r
Ermeling, 7/. W., Fischer, F. A. P., Greene, G. G.
Mechanical Drawing Book First Year, Sec. Year
Milwaukee, Wis. Bruce Publishing Company 1921
John F. Mechanical drav;ing problems I. 19 21
Supplementary p roblems 1927
Milwaukee, V/is.. Bruce Publishing Company
L. Mechanical drav/ing. Boston; W. J. Schofield
1887
G. H. Universal dictionary of mechanical drawing
New York; Engineering News Publishing Co. 1906
Fox, W. and Thomas, C. ’.7. Practical course in mechanical
drav/ing New York; D. Van Nostrand Co. 3rd Ed.
1907
T* E. Engineering Drawing Nev/ York McGraw Hill
3rd Ed. 19 24 r
and Svensen, C. L. Mechanical Drawing for High
Schools McGraw & Hill Book Company 3rd Ed. 1934
Horace F. Notes on Mechanical Drawing Philadelphia;
H. P. Fry, 5th Ed. (Univ. of Penn.) 1916
C. Hov; to read a drawing. Philadelphia;
J. B. Lippincott Co., 1912 r
F. E. Mechanical Drawing Chicago; Dietzgenl912
C. L. and Fortman, R. H. Mechanical Drav/ing
Chicago; Americo-n Technical Society 19 30
Ira S. Mechanical drawing Peoria, 111.
Manual Arts Press 1917 r
Osv/ald Mechanical drawing New York
Audel & Co. 1913
Halliday, G. Mechanical graphics (a second course
mechanical drawing) London; E. & F. N.
















Hartrick, A. S. Dravring New York: Sir I Pitman & Son 19293
Hasluck, P. N. Practical draughtman’s work
London: Cassell & Co., 1901 r
Hawkins, N. Self-help mechanical dra'.ving 1914
" Roger’ s drawing and design 1913
jMew York: T. Audel & C o.
Hoelscher, P. R. and Mays, A. B. Basic units in mechanical
drawing. Nev/ York: J . '.Tiley & Sons 19 33
Hov/e, C. B. Mechanical Drawing New York J. ’.Viley & Sons
1916
Husband, J. Mech«nical drawing London: Edward Arnold 1915
Hutton, R. W. Mechanical drav/ing for industrial and con-
tinuation school, Chicago Scott, Porsman C o,
1915
Jackson, Charles F. Mechanical drav/ing r
Phila. : Lippincott 1396 r
Jagger, J. E. Elementary textbook on mechanical drav/ing
Phila. J. B. Lippincott Co. 3rd Ed. Rev." 1921
Jamison, A. P. Elements of mechanical drawing. New York
J. Wiley & Sons. 1914
" Advanced mechanical drawing. N. Y. J. 7/iley &
Sons. 1909 r
Jepson, G. Elementary principles of industrial drawing
Boston: W. S. Best Printing Co., 1909
Jones, F. D. Mechanical Drav/ing New York
The Industrial Press 1920
Jordan, H. H. and Hoelscher, R. P. Engineering drawing r
New York: J, Wiley «& Sons 2nd Ed. 19 28
Kenison, E, and Waite, E. B. Mechanical drawing.
Chicago: American Technical Society. 1920
Kepler, F. R. Mechanical drafting handbook r
Milwaukee, Wis. Bruce Publishing Co. 1932
Kirby, R. S. Fundamentals of mechanical drawing
New York:- J. Wiley & Sons 1918
I
Krone Bros. Krone’ s system of industrial drawing r
New York Krone Bros. 1893
Leeds, C. C. Mechanical drawing for trade schools 3rd Ed.
1916 r
" Mecnanical drawing for industrial school and
high schools. 1920
” Principles of engineering drawing. 1919 r
New York: D. VanNostrand Co.
Lacour, A, A. and Schaeffer, G. Introduction to mech-
anical drav/ing Milwaukee, Wis. Bruce Publishing
company 1932
Lewis &, andDillon. Instruction sheets for the general
shop- drafting 19 34
New York: McGrav/ Hill Book Co.
r = suggested for reference work.

' Ludwig, Frank Essentials of :ne chan i cal drafting 19 25
i;
Eoston: Hilton Bradley Company
j:
Lutz, E. G. Practical drawing Hew York: C. Scribner 1915 ir
'
"cCord, C. V/. Mechanical drawing. Hew York: J. ll
\niey 19 08 '!
Mathewson, F. E. Notes for Mechanical drawing 1904
" Appliea mechanical drawing 1920
Springfield, Mass.: Taylor Holden Company
Mathewson and Stewart Notes for mechanical drawing
Milwaukee, Wis., Bruce Publishing Co. 1929
Maxton, J, and Malden, G. C. Engineering drawing 1922 r
I
London: Crosby, Lockwood & Son
j
Miller, h. W. and Steward, R. K. Mechanical drafting I
i Peoria, 111. I.Canual Arts Press 3rd Ed. 1919
j
McGee, R. A. and Sturtevant, 'V. W. General I'echanical
drawing Milwaukee, 'Yis.: Bruce Publishing Co. 1930
Minifie, A. A textbook of geometrical drawing
New York: L. VanNostrand Co. 1903 r
;
Pilsv/orth, E. S. Technique of practical drawing
New York: Macmillan Co. 1920
Plant, E. C. Geometrical urawing Vol. I London:
Macmillan Co. 1899 r
Reid, if. S. Mechanical drawing Elementary and advanced
New York: J. Yiley & Sons, 4-th Ed. 1910
I and Reid, i). A textbook of mechanical arav/ing and
I elementary machine design New York:
I B. VanNostrand 1909
;
Reid, J, S., Sr. Mechanical drawing. New York: J. Yiley
& Sons 3rd Sd. 1919
Reinhardt, C. V/. Technique of mechanical drafting 1909 r
New York: Engineering News PublisViing Co. 3rd Ed.
j
Rlieims, J. H. H. de First practical liner- In geometrical
I
drawing. London: v/illiams & Norgate 1865 r
I
Rigast, A. K. Mechanical Brawing Instruction sheets
1
Boston, Macmillan Co. 19 29
Rogers, Brav/ing and Besign, T. -^udel Co. 1913
I
Rotmans, Elmer A. Instruction sheets in Mechanical
I Brewing Boston: Allyn 8c Bacon 19 30
Rouillion, L. A course in Mechanical Brawing 15th Ed.
New York: Norman Kenley Co.- 19 22
I
Royce, B. C. Mechanical drawing, Scranton Pennsylvania
International Textbook Co.
:i
Sampson, Chas. H. Mechanical Brav-ing Boston, Milton
i
Bradley Co. 1915
I Rowarth, E. The engineering draftsmen London; Methuen
.
& Co. 1919 r
I
Shaeffer, Glen Introductory mechanical drawing problems
' Milwaukee, Wis. Bruce Publishing Co. 1932
r = suggested for reference work

47
Simpson, L. L. Hechanical drawing conventions Peoria, 111.
Manual Arts Press 1908 r
Spink, Sloan, Evans, and Durand. Mechanical drawing for
high schools (2 vol.) Chicago: Atkinson, Mentzer
& Grover 1910
Spooner, H. J. Elements of geometrical drawing, Hew York
Longmans, Greene & Co. 1914
Engineering 'Workshop drawing; same pub. 1914 r
Elements of machine construction and drawing;
same publisher 5th edition 1914 r
Stanley, P. A. Drawing room practice Je-vf York; EcGraw
Hill Book 1921 r
Stephan, W. G. Drav/ing instruments, their use nnd abuse
Hew York McGraw Hill Book 1908 r
Sturtevant, \7. Supplementary problems in mechanical
drav/ing, Milwaukee, V/is. Bruce Publishing Co. 19 2£r
Svensen, Carl L. Essentials of drafting, Hew York;
D. VanlTostrand Co. (1919) 1923
Sylvester, e. L. Self taught mechanical drawing Hew York
’.7. Henley Co. 1910
Titsworth, A. A. Elements of mechanical urawing Hew York
J" . V/iley & Sons. 1912
Trowbridge, D. S. Drafting methods Hew York Codex Book
company 1925
Tov/nsend C. E. and Cleary, S. E. Introductory mechanical
drawing Hew York; J. \7iley & Sons
Tracy, J. C. Introductory course in mechanical drav/. 1898
Turner, VT. Essential of Mechanical Drav/ing Hew York
J. Wiley & Sons 1926
'Veick, Chas. \7. Elementary Mechanical Drawing McGraw
Hill Book Company 2nd Ed. 1925
'Veils, S. H. A textbook of engineering drav/ing and design
2 Vols. London; Chas Grifin Sc Co. 1916-1920 r
Willard, W. E. A practical course in mechanical drawing
Chicago; Popular Mechanics Co 1910
V/ilson, V. T. and McMaster, C. L. Hotes on practical
I
mechanical drav/ing. East Lansing, Mich:
I
Wilson 8c Mcl'aster 2nd Ed. 1908
I
7/indoes, R. E. Drafting instruments and how to use them
Kalamazoo, Mich; publishe . oy the author 1912 r
’’^orthen, '7. E. Appleton’s cyclopedia of technical drawing
! Hew York; D. Appleton & Co. 1889 r
i "/right, C. C. and Mudd, W. A. Model drawing: Geometrical
anu perspective with architectural examples
Cambridge, England; University Press 1916 r
/Voellner, H. C. pnd 'Vittick, E. C. General r:echanical
drawing for beginners Boston, Ginn & Co. 1932
wood, Harry E. Progressive Problems in mechanical
drawing, //k I Mentzer, Bush & Co. Hev/ York 19 23
I
r B suggested ?or reference work
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American Technical Society Cyclopedia of drawing
Chicago: American Technical Society 1918
Aoercrom'bie, T. R. Applied '.rchitec tural Drawing
Ililwauhee, 'Vis. Bruce Puolishing Co. 19 32
Bloomfield, R. T. Architectural drawing and
London; Cassel & Co. 1912
Bourne, E. A., Holst, E. V. and Brown, C.
Architectural drav;ing and lettering
Chicago: American Scii •-ol of Corresponuence 1920
Brandy, J. and Landsman, a. Construction drawing
Lew York; D. VanlTostrand Co. 19 25
Bush, C. V. and Townsley, J. D. Problems in ^rchitectural
drawing. Milwaukee, ’is. Bruce Publishing Co. 19^5
Dale, R. Dra’,7ing for builders. Dew York, J. Riley
& Sons 1916
Eaton, R. B. Builiin- construction ^rawing. Dew York:
Spon & Chamberlain 1921
Edminster, c. E. Architectural Drawing, Brooklyn;
C. E. Eominster 10th Ed. 1905
Elwood, E. G. Architectural urawing plates, ’^eoria, t.11.
’.anual Arts Press 1919
Eield, :J. B. \rchitec tural drawing, New York; lAcGraw
Hill Book company 1922
Erench, T. E. and Ives, E. "!• Agricultural urawing andl91
uesign of farm structures. Dew York; IIcGraw Hill
Gourlay, c. Elementar-y builuing construction anu drawing
for Scottish students. Glasgow; Blackie & Sons 1930
Greenberg^ A. 3. The orders of archit v^cture, ..ew York
J. V/iley & Sons 1915
" and Howe, C. B. Architectural arafting 1913
Hallatt, G V/ T Hints on architectural draughtmanship
Dew York; Bpon & Chamberlain 5th Ed. Rev. 1917
Halstead, E. Orders of architecture. Dew York, J. V/iley
& Sons
Hodgson, E. T. Builder’s architectural drawing self taught
Chicago; e. J. Drake & Co. 1917
" Easy steps in architecture and architectural
urawing, Chicago; E. J. Drake (2: Co. 19 20
" E. T. anu Yilliams, Stairouiluing anu the steel
square. Chicago: Ara. Sch. of Correspondence 1917
Howe, C. B. Agricultural 'rafting. Hew York, J. Yiley
& Sons 1913
Knobloch, P. G. Good practise in construction. Part 1. 19213
" lew York: Pencil Points Press Part 2 1925




!Titcliell, c. A. anu. a. A. 3uil..in^ construction f?nd drawini;
elementary course. London; B. T. Batsford 9tli Ed.
1919
" Advanced course 9th edition 1919
" Building construction .th ed. 1903
Pynera G. Practical rules on drav/ing for the ouilder and
student of architect .ire London; L. '.’’an'Lostrand 189^
Reid, J. A. Building construction ana architectural draw.
London; Blackie & Sons 1911
Rouillion, L and Ramsay, <j, u. Architectural details
Lew York J. ’^iley & Sons 1924
Seaman, G. A. Progressive steps in architectural arawinj
Peoria 111. XAanual rts '^ress 1919
Sweet's Architectural catalogue Aiinual editions
ITew York Sv/eet's Catalogue Service
Teale, U. S. Architectural drawing
X^iew York U. P. G. Book Co., 3rd Ed. 1914
Voss, 'V. C. and Henry, R. C* Architectural construction
Hew York J . V/iley & ^ons 19 25
" and Varney E. A. 7/ ood Construction
Hew York, J. \7iley & Sons 19 25
7/are, 7/. R. /unerican vignola, Part I Treatise on Architec-
ture. Scranton, Pa.; International Textbook Co.
4th ed. 1905
" part 11 2nd edition 1913
W inaoes, R.. E. A builder's course in architectural 1922
drawing. Kalamazoo. Hich. Published by author
ST/vHDARBIZlil) TESTS IN IvIECHANICAL DRAWING
Castle, Brev/ 7/. Hechanical drawing test. Peoria, 111.
llanua.l Arts Press 19 28
Fischer, F. A. P. Hechanical urav-ing tests. Milwaukee, Y/^is
Bruce Publishing Co.
Hunter, ’7m. L. Hechanical drawing tests 1, 2, 3, 4,
Peoria, 111. Manual Arts Press
Mann, Cla.ir V. Objective type tests in engineering
Education as applied to engineering drav/ing
and jescriptive geometry
New York; KcGraw Hill Book Co.
Nash, H. B. ana Vanjuzee, Industrial Arts Test II, Hech Br
" Instructional review tests " "
Milwaukee, Wis., Bruce Publishing Co




Brahdy, J" . Blueprint reading. ITev/ York: B. VanNostrand
(2nd Ed. 19 29) 19 23
Brown, G. E. Eerric and neliographic processes
Lonuon: Bav/Born £: \7ard
Castle, Brew XI. Problems in blueprint reauing
Peoria, 111. llanual Arts Press 1926
Bia.mond, Thomas A primer of blueprint reading
Milwaukee, Wis. Bruce Publishing Co. 1925
Ea.irfield, H. P. Blueprint reading
Chicago: American Technical Society 1919
Eriese, J. E. Blueprinting, Peoria, 111.
The Ilanual Arts Press 1919
Givens, K. C. Blueprint reading and shon sketching for
the metal trades, Nev/ York: J". ’.Yiley & Sons 1924
Kail, B. JT. Blueprinting and modern plan copying
ITev/ York: Sir I Pitman & Sons 19 21
Shallcnberger, J. K. Reading blueprints
Peoria., 111.; Ilanual Arts Press 1924
Sturtevant, XI. "I. Blueprint readin„-a problem text
Bew York: ITcGraw Kill Book Co. 19 34
" \y. . Hov/ to make blueprints
iiilv/aukee, Y/is. Bruce Publishing Co. 19 21
" Practical problems in meciir-nical drs.v/ing
and blueprint reading ITinn: Practica.l Prob.
CO. 19 21
V/yatt, E. II. Blue print reading, Milwaukee, V/is.
Bruce Publishing Co. 1920
RESCRIPT lYE GEUTETRY
See: Iloelscher: Teaching of liechan ical Drawing (page
20 5-208) New York: J. Y/iley & Sons 19 29
SKETCHING
Everett, H. E. and Lawrence, H. Ereehnnd perspective
sketching Chicago: American School of Corr-
esponde.ee 1909
Guptill, A. L. SketCiiin^, and rendering in pencil
' New York: The Pencil Points Press 1922
" Brawing with pen and ink same pub. 1928
Lodge, G. A. and Harwood, N. Hand sketching for mining
stuuents. London: Crosby Lockv/ood & Son 1914
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iiathewson, ij'rank T. Perspective sketching from working
dravfings Springfield; Taylor Kolden 1910
I'awson, P. llining hand sketching and drawing, London:
E. d P IT Spon 1915
ITachelson, L . V/. anu uck, u*. Sketching for the draft-
sman, I'.ilv/aukee, VTis. Bruce Publishing Co. 19 30
Pennell, d. Pen drawing and pen draughtmen, their v.^ork and
and methods Lew York: Macmillan Co. 1920
Salv/ey, J". P. Sketching in lead pencil for a.rchitects and
others kev/ York C Scribners & Sons 19 26
Smith A. L. Technical S^cctching and freehano. lettering
'Jorcester, Mass. author 1912
V/indoes, R. P. Shop sketching, T.Tilwaukee, Y/is.: Bruce
Publishing Co. 1919
dooley, J, and ITeredith, B. Shop sketching, kev; York
McGraw Kill Book Company 1913
Young, H. Short cuts to sketching xiew York P A Stokes 1914
Zipprich, A. L. Freehand drafting Lev/ York; D. VanlTostrand
and Company 1924
Dale, J*. II. A course in machine drawing and sketching
London, "I Sr. R Chambers 1910
Givens, H. c. blueprint readin^^ and shop sketching for
the metal trades IT. Y. ;• J. L-iley & S ons 1924
CRi\PHS ; bibl i ography
See: Koelscher: Teaching of T'echa.nical Drawing (page 209)
New York; J. \7iley d Sons 19 29
H/dTDBOatS: bibliograpTxj^-
See; Koelscher: (same) page 209
iso::etric
Jamison, A. P. Isometric drawing. New York; McGraw K^. 11
Book Company 1911
Watson, J. Oblique and isometric projection, London;
Euv/ard Arnold 190 5






Atkinson, K. Si-:;n painting up to now, Chicago,
E. J. Drake & Co. 1915
Lergling, J. Art nonograxis nna lettering Chicago
j, 11. Bergling 9th Ed. 1919
Blair, L. L, Principles ana practise of show card writing
New York; llcGraw Hill Book Co, 19 22
Bownian, E. L, Learning to letter, Peoria Hanual Arts Press
1925
" Lettering problem pads
Bright, Jonathan Lettering Exercise riranuals
Eilwaukee, Y/is. Bruce Publishing Co.
Brown, P. C. Letters and lettering uoston bates & Guild
1902
Buck, r.. u. and Eichelson, H. . Inclined lettering
Milwaukee, 'Vis. Bruce Publishing Co.
Bruce, Bruce’s Mechanical Drawing Alphabets
Daniels, E. T. A text book of freehand lettering
Boston: D. C. Heath & Co. 1907
Faber, John F. Freehand lettering scales
" V/all lettering charts
i.iilwa.ukee, 'Vis. Bruce Publishing Co.
Fish, J. C. L. Lettering of working drawings
New York D. VanNostrand Co. 4th Ed. 1900
French, T. E. and Meiklejohn, li. Essentials of lettering
1912
•' anu Turnbull, VM D. Lessons in lettering
Books 1 & 2 New York; McGrav/ Mill Book Co 19 21
Gordon, Y/. H. Lettering v;ith pen ^nd brush 19 20
Cincinnati: Signs of the Times Publishing Co.
" Lettering for commercial purposes 1918
Goudy, F. v/. The alphabet Nev/ York; M. Kennerly, 1918
Greene, G. G. Exercises in lettering 1919
" Pen and ink render in^;
I'ilwaukee, Mis. Bruce Publishing Co.
Hornikel, E. F. Book of modern ana unique monograms,
initials, inscriptions anu alphabets
Chicago, 111. Meystone Publishing Co. 1914
Hurst, A. E. and Novak, C. J. Hardv/a.re shov; caru lettering
New York: David '/illiams Co. 1913
Jacoby, r. S. A textbook on plain lettering. New York:
Engineering nev/s Publishing Co. 189 5
Kirby, R. S. Practise tablet for inclined Single- stroke
freehanu lettering, N.ew York; J. Wiley & 8ons
Koller, E. L. Artistic alphabets for show carus and signs
" Artistic show cards: how to design and make them
" Artistic signs: how to design and make them 1927
" Scranton, P. A, InternAional Textbook Co.

Linehan, J, Treatise on hand lettering
I^ew York; E. P. Jutton 8c Co. 1915
Payne, A. E. Lettering, a hand oook for artists, etc.
London; B. T. Batsford 1921
Llatasek, Ray L. Beginner’s Course in sho\7-card v.'riting
Milwaukee, \7is. Bruce Publishing Co. 1920
Pearson, P. A. Ticket and show-card designing
New York Sir I Pitnan & Son 1924
Reinhardt, C.W. Lettering for draftsmen, engineers and
students. New York: D. Van Nostra.nd Co 14th Ed. ’ 17
Rilling V. C. Alphabet lettering pads
Milwa-ukee, Wis. Bruce Publishing Co.
Rollinson, C. Alphabets and other material useful to
letters New York: D. Van Nostrand Co. 1912
Sherman, C. E. The theory and practice of lettering
Columbus Ohio The Lawrence press Co. 1901
Svensen C. L» The Art of Lettering
New York; B. Van Nostrand Co. 1924
V/ilson, V. T. Ereehand lettering
New York: J V/iley & Sons 1912
V/allace, C. E. Commercial Art
New York: McGraw Hill Book Co.
LITHOGRAPHY: Bibliography of
See: HCELSCHER, Teaching of Mechanical Drawing (page 211)
MACHII^TE DRAWING
Adams, H* Machine construction and drrwing
Cambridge, Eng: Bowes 8c Bowes 1894
Berg, Edwo.rd and Elleson, George Machine Drawing Problems
Peoria 111. Manual Arts Press 1924
Blythe, E. Textbook on machine drawing for electrical
engineers Cambridge Eng. The University Press 1920
Castle, E Machine Construction and drawing
London, Eng. Macmillan 1922
Colvin, E. H. Machine Shop Drav/ings
New York: McGraw Hill Book Co. 1909
Eelten, Rufus B. Problems in Machine Drawing
Nev/ York McGraw Hill Book Co. 19 33
George, Vincent C. Advanced Shop Drawing
New York McGraw Hill Book Co. 1920
Griffin C. L. and Adams, C.C. Machine Drawing
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I'iD.rA : .< V i • L
HiglDee P. G. and Thompson, H. C. Engineering Drawing
l^ev^ York: J. Wiley and Sons
Kills, R. W. Uachine drawing
New York; McGraw Hill Book Co. 1917
James, W. H. and ICackenzie, M. C- Machinery, working draw-
ings of. New York: J. Wiley & Sons 1913
Rautenst ranch, W. and Williams, .7, T. Machine drafting and
empirical design. New York: D. Vanllostrand Co. '0
Robson, J. H. Machine drawing and sketching for beginners
London: Technical Publishing Co. 4th Ed. 1921
Snow, G. C. and Russell, J. C. Machine drafting for ap-
prentices. Peoria 111, Manual Arts Press 1931
Sjliooner, H. J. Notes on and drawings of a four cylinder
petrol engine. London, Longma.ns Green & Co. 1908
*' Machine drawing and design for beginners 1919
Svenson, Carl L. Machine drawing
Nev; York, D. Van Nostrand & Co, 1923
Tozer, E. F. and Rising, H. A. Machine Drav/ing
New York: McGraw Kill Book Co. 1934
V/estinghouse Chas. J. Practical mechanical drawing and
machine design. Chicago; Drake & Co. 1923
V/irick, L. A. Machine Drawing
Beloit, Wis. Beloit Evening School 1914
• MACHINE DESIGN
Albert, C. D. Machine design drawing room problems.
New York: John Wiley & Sons, 2nd Ed. 1927
Anthony, G. C. Essentials of gearing.
Boston; D. C. Heath & Co, 1911
A. S. M. E. Condensed catalogues of Mechanical equipment.
New York: 29 West 39th St. Published annually by
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Berard, S. J. and Waters, E. 0. Elements of Machine
design. Nev/ York: D. Van Nostrand Co. 19 24
castle, F. Manual of machine design. London;
Macmillan & Co. 1919
Engstrom, D. A. Bevel gear tables. Jew York:
N. W. Henley Publishing Co. 1909
Purffio.n, F. DeR. Valves and valve gears.
New York: John V/iley & Sons 1915
" Caras, elementary anu adva.nced.
New York: John Wiley & Sons 1921
Garner, E. F. & Albert, C. D. Machine design, questions
and problems. New York John ’Vi ley & Sons 19 24

Ham, C. \7. and Crane, E. J. Hechanics of macliinery.
Hew York: McGraw Hill Book Co. 19 27
Jacobs, E. B. Cam design and manufacture. New York:
D. Van Nostrand Co. 1921
Leutwiler, 0. A. Elements of machine design. New York:
KcGraw Kill Book Co. 1917
” Problems in machine design. New York
McGraw Hill Co. 1923
Oberg, E. V. Elements of mechanics a.nd machine design.
New York : Industrial Press 1923
Ulsen, J. K. Production design. New York:
McGravr Hill Co. 19 28
Houillion, L* Drafting of cams. New York: The Derry-
Collard Co. 1908
Sla3nnaker, P. K. Elementary mechanism (original edition
by A. T. V/ood and A. Stahl). New York:
D. Van Nostrand Co. 1926
Spooner, H. J. Machine design construction and drawing.
New York : Longmans, Green & Co. 1927
MAP BRAVING: Bibliography
Hoelscher, R. P. Teaching of Mechanical Drawing
New York J. V/iley & Sons 19 29
PATTERNIJIAKING and SHEET llETAL DRAFTING
Broemel, L. Sheet metal workers’ Manual
Chicago: E. J. Drake & Co. 1918
Daugherty, J. S. Sheet metal pattern drafting and shop
problems. Peoria, 111. The Manual Arts Press 1922










York: The sheet metp.l publica,tion Co. 1918
E. M. Sheet metal drafting
York: McGraw Hill Book Co. 1922
E. M. and Sampson, C.H. Patternmaking
York: D. Van Nostrand Co. 1921
V/. The Universal Sheet Metal Pattern Cutter
York: Sheet metal Publication Co.







Cole, R. V. Perspective, London: Seeley Service & Co. 1921
Crosskey, L. R. Elementary Perspective London:
Bla.ckie & Son
” Advanced perspective (same) 1901
Cresswell, D. Elements of linear perspective
Cambridge, Eng: Uacmillan & Bowes 1811
Dymond, C. V/. Key to the theory and methods of linear
perspective. London: E & F. N. Spon 1910
Frederick, F. F. Simplified mechanical perspective
Peoria 111. Ilanual Arts Press (1909) 19 32
Gill, B. A. Perspective delineation
ijew York: Architectural Book Company 19 21
hoyt, Edwin B. Perspective Simplified
New York J. Wiley & Son
Hills, John K. Pictorial Dra^fting
Hew York: McGraw Kill Book Co. 1930
Kraus, H. T. C. Linear Perspective
Hew York: N. K. Henley Publishing Co. 1915
Lamy, b. Perspective maue easier. London: England 1710
Lubschez, B. J. Perspective; an elementary text book
Hew York: D. Van Ho strand Co. 4th Ed. 1926
liathewson, Frank E. Perspective sketching from working
drawings. Springfield; The Taylor Holden Co. 1918
Nattes, C. Hattes's practical geometry; or introduction !
to perspective. Cambridge, Eng. Bowes & Bowes 1805
j
Poudra, H. G. Perspective-relief plate and figures I
Paris 1866
Richards, F, and Colvin, F. K. Practical perspective
nevr York; x. . \7 . nenley Publishing Co. 4th Ed. 1916
Sturtevant, W.W. Mechanical Pictorial l)rav/ing
Milwaukee, 7/is. Bruce Publishing Co. 19 27
Taylor, T. U. Backbone of perspective, Chicago:
Myron C. Clark Publishing Co. 1910
Turrill, a. m. Elementary course in perspective
Hew York: D. Van Nobtrc.-.na 1910
Ware, W. R. Modern Perspective Hew York: Macmillan 1900
V/ilson V. T. Freehand Perspective, Hew York: J. Wiley 1914
Wright, F. A. Architectural perspective for beginners
Hew York: W. T. uomstock 1904 '
SHADES Al'TD SEADOh^ Bibliography
SHIP DRAFT IHG "
SHOP PROCESSES "
Hoelscher: Teaching of Mechanical drawing Pages 220-221




Andrews, E. S. Structural engineering pockefbook
London: B. T. Batsford 1921
naker, b. structural Drav/ing
Scranton, Pa* Interna.t ional Texfbook Co. 1927
Bishop, C* T. Structural drafting and the design of de-
tails 1927
" Prohlems in Structural design
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